
E-18LF

The P Audio E Series II represents a new dimension in loudspeaker per-
formance and value. The dream of high acoustic output and high per-
formance can be realized through innovative engineering and manu-
facturing methods. The E-18LF is an 18 inch (460mm) diameter low 
frequency sub woofer that features very high power handling and relia-
bility. The E-18LF uses a rigid stamped steel chassis mated to a large 
format Ferrite based permanent magnetic system. The operating band-
width of 40Hz to 125Hz makes this loudspeaker ideal for portable sound 
reinforcement and installed public address systems where high impact 
bass and sub bass are specified.

The large format 4 inch (101.6mm) diameter voice coil design provides 
both high power handling and high reliability for high input program 
material. The high conductivity copper wire is coupled to the narrow 
magnetic gap magnet structure to provide optimized performance pa-
rameters that combine both excellent bandwidth and excellent efficiency.

The E-18LF is designed for applications such as mobile DJ, dance club, 
medium format touring systems and general purpose sub woofers. If 
extended sub bass is specified P Audio also offers the E-18ELF with a 
rated bandwidth of 30Hz to 100Hz. Because efficiency bandwidth pro-
ducts require a relationship between efficiency and low frequency res-
ponse the E-18LF offers superior 1 watt at 1 meter sensitivity as com-
pared to the E-18ELF. 

E-18LF
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GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
Nominal Impedance                          8 Ω
Power                        800 Watt (rms)
SPL 1W@1M average sensitivity                    97 dB
Frequency Response                         30Hz - 100Hz
Dimension Ø x H (cm)                   46 x 20
Net Weight                   10.6 kg (23.3 lbs)
Shipping Weight                   12.6 kg (27.7 lbs)
Packing Dimension  H x W x D (cm)         49.5 x 49.5 x 24.5 (2.1cu.ft)
                19.5" x 19.5" x 9.7"
 
PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Magnet type                     Ferrite
Voice Coil Diameter                 101.6 mm (4 inch)

THIELE/SMALL PARAMETERS
Resonance Frequency     Fs                   30 Hz
DC. Resistance   Re                    6.0 Ω
Coil Inductance   Le               1.00 mH
Mechanical Q Factor  Qms                      7.39  
Electrical Q Factor   Qes                      0.47
Total Q Factor   Qts                      0.44
BL Product   BL             21.53 Tm
Effective Moving Mass  Mms               188.31 g
Equivalent Cas Air-Load  Vas                 263.57 Liters
Effective Piston Area  Sd          0.1134 Sqm
Half-Space Efficiency  Eff                  1.56 % 
Airgap Height   Hag                 8.0 mm
Voice Coil Height   Hvc               23.0 mm
Voice Coil Overhang  Xmax                 7.5 mm
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Frequency Response

E 18ELF

The E-18ELF is an extended low frequency loudspeaker designed for  
ultra low frequency applications. The rated bandwidth is 30Hz to 100Hz.  
The E Series II E-18ELF is an 18 inch (460mm) diameter transducer that  
features a large format 4 inch (101.6mm) voice coil design to insure  
very high power handling and high reliability. The E-18ELF is similar to  
the E Series II E-18LF but has been optimized to additional extended low  
frequency response. The relationship between loudspeaker efficiency  
and low frequency response means that the E-18ELF has a lower 1  
watt @ 1 meter sensitivity, as compared to the E-18LF, but does offer  
extended deep bass response.

The E-18ELF should be used whenever very low, extended bass res- 
ponse is required for special effects or when program material contains  
sufficient content in the extended sub bass range. When high impact  
tour quality bass is required the E-18LF should be used. 

The E-18ELF features a rigid stamped steel chassis coupled to a large  
diameter Ferrite permanent magnetic structure. The large format voice  
coil features a high conductivity copper voice coil with substantial ther- 
mal capacity. Ultra high temperature adhesive systems are employed  
to insure maximum reliability. The E-18ELF has been optimized through  
the use of computer based measurement and modeling. The extended  
voice coil length provides increased linear excursion at high input power  
levels.  


